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Cancer Cell Signaling: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2002

	Cells respond to environmental cues through a complex and dynamic network of signaling pathways that normally maintain a critical balance between cellular proliferation, differentiation, senescence, and death. One current research challenge is to identify those aberrations in signal transd- tion that directly contribute to a loss of this...
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PHP Beyond the WebApress, 2016

	
		
			Use your existing web-based PHP skills to write all types of software: CLI scripts, desktop software, network servers, and more. This book gives you the tools, techniques, and background necessary to write just about any type of software you can think of, using the PHP you know.

		
			PHP Beyond the Web...
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Alternative Breast Imaging: Four Model-Based Approaches (The International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2004
Medical imaging has been transformed over the past 30 years by the advent of computerized tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and various advances in x-ray and ultrasonic techniques. An enabling force behind this progress has been the (so far) exponentially increasing power of computers, which has made it practical to explore...
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Machine Learning, Neural and Statistical Classification (Ellis Horwood Series in Artificial Intelligence)Prentice Hall, 1994
The aim of this book is to provide an up-to-date review of different approaches to classification,
compare their performance on a wide range of challenging data-sets, and draw
conclusions on their applicability to realistic industrial problems.

Before describing the contents, we first need to define what we mean by...
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Real Astronomy with Small Telescopes: Step-by-Step Activities for Discovery (Patrick Moore's Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2006
From the reviews:
"The dozens of projects collected here are a combination of observations suitable for current research (such as classifying sun-spots or monitoring binary stars) and recreating classic experiments (such as determining the speed of light by timing Jupiter’s moons). … Besides ample nuggets for science projects,...
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Autonomic CommunicationSpringer, 2009
New paradigms for communication/networking systems are needed in order to tackle such emerging issues as heterogeneity, complexity and management of evolvable infrastructures, thus requiring approaches that are both task- and knowledge-driven. The networking and seamless integration of concepts, technologies and devices in a dynamically changing...
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PostGIS CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	For web developers and software architects this book will provide a vital guide to the tools and capabilities available to PostGIS spatial databases. Packed with hands-on recipes and powerful concepts.


	Overview

	
		Integrate PostGIS with web frameworks and implement OGC standards such as WMS and WFS using...
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Enabling Flexibility in Process-Aware Information Systems: Challenges, Methods, TechnologiesSpringer, 2012

	In today’s dynamic business world, the success of a company increasingly depends on its ability to react to changes in its environment in a quick and flexible way. Companies have therefore identified process agility as a competitive advantage to address business trends like increasing product and service variability or faster time to...
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Conceptual Design for Interactive Systems: Designing for Performance and User ExperienceMorgan Kaufmann, 2015

	Conceptual Design for Interactive Systems: Designing for Performance and User Experience provides readers with a comprehensive guide to the steps necessary to take the leap from research and requirements to product design. The text presents a proven strategy for transforming research into a conceptual model, discussing the iterative...
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Community Pest Management in Practice: A Narrative ApproachSpringer, 2018

	This book presents a collection of practitioner and community stories that reveal how invasive species management is a community issue that can spark community formation and collective action. It combines the unique first-person narratives of practitioners on the frontline of invasive species management in Australia with three case studies of...
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Practical Software Factories in .NETApress, 2006
The promise of Software Factories is to streamline and automate software development-and thus to produce higher-quality software more efficiently. The key idea is to promote systematic reuse at all levels and exploit economies of scope, which translates into concrete savings in planning, development, and maintenance efforts. However, the theory...
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VBScript Programmer's ReferenceWrox Press, 2007
This book will not only serve as a reference guide to the VBScript language and syntax, but will also demonstrate its usage in context with many practical examples. It is ideal for anyone who uses VBScript as a programming language. It is a desktop reference and quick guide for ASP programmers, IE programmers and Windows Script Host programmers....
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